
ST. JOSEPH’S CONVENT SCHOOL, TFRI, JABALAPUR 

 

DETAILS OF INFRASTRUCTURE 

St. Joseph’s Convent School, TFRI is located near Gour River, Neemkheda, 

Mandla road, Jabalpur.  

 

The Total area of the school is 22630 sq mtr  

Build up area of the school is 8455 sq mtr 

Building blocks of the school – 01 

 

Smart Classes for students in each class 

Smart classes for kids are leading the evolution in the Indian education system. 

Students not only get engaged, but their productivity also increases manifold, 

leading to better results. Ever since the New Education Policy 2020 made inroads 

in the space, many old practices took a back seat. Not only curriculum revamp 

happened, but technology upgrade also upsurged in schools to make learning 

exciting and engaging. That is why smart classes are being installed in every 

classroom for the students. 

 

 

 

Library and Laboratories 
The library is standing invitation for the students to read books, newspapers, and 

magazines. It is storehouse of nearly 4895books of all kinds and on all subjects. 

We have Mathematics Laboratory, well equipped Science Laboratories in Physics, 

Chemistry, Biology and a Computer Lab with 60 computers.  

 

 

Playground 

Sports is being enthusiastically persuaded at St. Joseph’s Convent School, TFRI. 

We have our own huge stadium where we conduct our school’s sports events 

which includes activities like basketball, volleyball, badminton, table tennis, hand 

ball, throw ball, athletic (track and field) aerobics, martial art under modern games 

and Yoga, Kho-kho and Kabbadi under traditional games. 

 

 

 

Multipurpose Hall 

Nowadays, education is not just confined to imparting academic knowledge 

to the students. However, it is more about holistic development. We have 

an open stage where we conduct various cultural programmes. 



 

Fire Extinguishers & CCTV Surveillance 

We have sufficient number of fire extinguishers on each floor, staircase, 

and in the laboratories to be prepared for any accidental fire breakout. The 

entire school compound and classrooms are under CCTV surveillance. 

 

 

 

Safe Drinking water 

In our school we have water purifiers and water coolers which cater to the need of 

cold drinking water to the students. 

 

 

 

Toilets 

Our school has enough number of washrooms to suit the ratio of students on every 

floor with adequate supply of water. The maintenance of cleanliness is taken care 

of thoroughly. 

 

 

 

Medical room/ Sick Bay 

We have a medical room for students where first aid is given and immediate 

medical attention is given to the students. 

 

 
 

 


